CIRCULAR

It is hereby brought to the notice of all concern that “physically handicapped persons either resident of these island or non-islander are entitled for free travel facility in bunk class accommodation in mainland and island. They are also entitled for free travel facility in inter-island and foreshore vessels from one point to another point in the UT on production of identity card issued by the appropriate authority. The attendant accompanying with physically handicapped person is also entitled for one free ticket in mainland-island and inter-island vessels on production of a certificate from the medical authority on the necessity and requirement of an attendant by the handicapped person”

This has been issued with the approval of Competent Authority.

To,

1. The Special Secretary (IT), A&N Administration, Port Blair for information.
2. OSD (IT), DBRAIT complex, Dollygunj, Port Blair for information.
3. The Sr.A.O.(M&S), DSS, Port Blair for information.
4. All STARS Counter (T) Assistant Director (CW).
5. All Common Service Center (T) Assistant Director (CW)

Copy to:-

1. PS to DSS for the kind information for DSS, Port Blair.
2. PA to DDSS for the kind information of DDSS, Port Blair.